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 TAC BOND 711 
Multi-Purpose Adhesive 

 

 

TAC BOND 711 is a latex-based adhesive for interior installations which proves a strong, water resistant 

bond for indoor outdoor carpets, cushion back and jute back carpets, and direct glue down conventional 

carpets. DO NOT USE FOR VINYL OR POLYURETHANE-BACK CARPET OR SHEET VINYL. Can be 

used on all felt backed sheet vinyl, (except solid vinyl). Do not use for hard to hold carpets. Use over 

plywood, (underlayment quality), felt and dry concrete where excessive moisture or alkalinity exists. 

 

Open time: 25-40 minutes under normal conditions. This adhesive is non-flammable and freeze-that stable 

above 20°F. Protect from freezing – do not store outdoors. If frozen thaw completely at room temperature 

before stirring determine suitability of this adhesive before attempting to complete installation. 

 

Warranty:  TAC BOND Multi-Purpose Floor Covering Adhesive is manufactured according to exacting 

standards and warranted to be free from manufacturing defects. Since the manner and conditions of 

application are beyond out control, no guarantee, expressed or implied, is made regarding the performance of 

this product, since the manner and conditions of application are beyond our control. 

 

CAUTION: Do not take internally. If swallowed, do not induce vomiting. Call a physician immediately. Use 

with adequate ventilation. 

 

Installation Recommendations:   

1. Floor must be clean and dry. Remove all foreign substances such as wax, grease, etc. Do not apply 

this adhesive if flooring surface is below 65°F. 

2. Lay out floor covering according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

3. Apply this adhesive with the proper trowel. For carpet installation use a trowel measuring 1/8” x 1/8” 

x 1/8” U. On very porous sub-floors or on carpet with deeply contoured backing, use a larger notched 

trowel. Apply adhesive while it is wet. 

4. Restrict heavy traffic and furniture movement for at least 24 hours after installation. 

5. CLEAN UP: Clean with waster while adhesive is still wet. Remove dry adhesive with all purpose 

safety solvent. 

6. COVERAGE: Approximately 90-100 sq. ft per gallon for carpet. Coverage varies depending on sub-

floors and on-the-job conditions. 

7. LIMITATIONS: Do not expose newly-covered floors to heavy traffic for 24 hours. Shelf life limited 

to one year from date of manufacture. 

 

 

 

 

 


